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Lately, I’ve really gotten into this BBC show called Grand Designs. Grand Designs follows folks as 
they go through the process of building their own homes, sometimes from the ground up, sometimes renovating 
an older place. But the kicker is that nothing they build is ever ordinary. Architects dream big, pocketbooks 
stretch, sometimes break, and predicted timelines almost always end up as a joke. The show’s been running for 
nearly twenty years, doing the same thing episode after episode: telling the stories of people who are trying to 
build something better.  

In one of those stories, a young, naive couple purchases an old, English garden folly. If you’re 
scratching your head, don’t worry, you’re not alone. I had to pause mid-episode just to look up what a folly 
was! Basically, if you imagine those massive English estates, the Downton Abbey sort of places, they have 
these structures on the grounds that look like they serve particular purposes but don’t. A folly was meant to be a 
sort of ornament for your garden. Only, remember, these “gardens” were not a sliver of land squeezed between 
the front of the house and the sidewalk. These were massive stretches of manicured land. So, a shin-high garden 
gnome wouldn’t be anywhere near ornament enough. Instead, people built ornate buildings, these frivolous 
things that at once beautified the grounds and also showed off the landowner’s wealth.  

So, this particular folly on Grand Designs was a miniature castle from the 1700s. Only it had long-since 
been left to crumble, and crumble it had. The octagonal roof caved in long ago, and year after year, its stone 
walls grew shorter and shorter. This was quite the renovation project to take on. With  a historical building 
sitting on a historical site, the romantically optimistic owners faced a serious load of work. Each step along the 
way stretched them. They burned through their savings, begged money from banks, and borrowed from family. 
Months ticked away, and promised deadlines and move-in dates faded into memory as the work just kept on 
eatin’ up time. Finally, way over budget and way late, that mess of rubble from the beginning shifted into a 
mess of tractors and diggers and workers and tools, and that new mess shifted again. And what came of it was a 
shining stone facade, polished oak interiors, and so much light. A folly twice over, perhaps, but now a home, 
too. Along the way, the host told a simple joke: Did you hear the one about the preservation architects? One of 
them was trying to figure out the best way to change an old lightbulb. The other said, “What do you mean, 
‘change?’” 

You know, Paul speaks to a similar thing here. He’s talking about change, or rather, how hard it is to 
change. Sometimes we have to get permission from the outside. Worse yet, most of the time, we have to get 
permission from inside. It’s a hard thing, and there’s a lot that stands between us and that completed change on 
the other side. A veil that blurs our vision of what could be, or even what should be. Look, we all know the 
world as it is isn’t what it could be, or even what it should be, but we can’t always see clearly. Can’t always see 
what needs to change or what we need to change. We’re a mess, but change is not folly. When we really get to 
the nuts and bolts of change, it’s necessity.  

You know, Moses and Jesus both have these monumental changes, transformations. They both climb 
mountains, encounter God, and radiate the light of God. In fact, they are so changed by coming that close to 
God that no one can even look at them! There’s so much light! It’s overwhelming, too much of a good thing, 
maybe, so we hide it under a veil, hide it away so we don’t have to be reminded of, what, of God’s power? Of 
facing reality? Of what we could become if only we...changed? Ah, maybe here’s where we find folly in our 
faith. That maybe folly comes when we try to change, try to bring light into the world, but do so without God. A 
sort of hyper-intellectual approach without faith or love, or maybe with faith and love hidden non-threateningly 
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behind a veil. Calling for change or even working for change without holy change in ourselves, that is folly. It’s 
an arrogance, I think, of putting ourselves where God oughta be. Or maybe even expecting our own lives to be 
just as big as those big figures in God’s story. But how many of us strive for change, even with God in our 
hearts, only to quit when the results don’t come as quickly or as glowingly as those holy folks’ faces? 

Now look, if I had my druthers, the work of changing myself to be a better man of faith, or the work of 
growing in my faith, it’d be a quick renovation. Swap out some old light bulbs, refinish the foundations, pop on 
a new roof, and there you have it: soul repaired, face aglow. But it almost never works that way. It takes time. 
And it stretches us. And we lean on all our reserves to get there. Renovation of the soul takes time, and though 
the transformation comes, it comes slowly, a degree at a time, each at our own pace. And the work continues, 
my God, does it continue. And though it’s never done, the mess clears away, stone by stone. A little brighter, 
day by day. A little less cluttered with the worries of what remains. And in that place, in you, from you, there 
can be so much light, if only we change. A folly, maybe by the world’s standards, but in God, no folly at all. 
Only so much light.  
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